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today  

- intro & meet and greet     

- lecture on big data & DRM     

- course outline    

break 

- examples of visualisation (tools)   

- exercise 1: Wordle  

- exercise 2: Facebook data 

- group project explanation 



meet and greet 

name,  

discipline(s),  

PhD research,  

aims for this course,  

subjects of interest etc..  



course outline 



general outline per session 

- intro in week’s theme + short update 

- a lecture by me (or Franciska) 

- explanation of a tool 

- exercises and/or project work 

- q and a about literature/ lecture 



themes per week 

week 1: big data introduction 

week 3: network analysis/ text mining* 

week 2: network analysis & visualisations 

week 4: sentiment analysis/text mining*  

           & final presentations! 
 

 

 
* up for discussion with participants & type of projects 



deliverables/ work load 

group project: 

 presentation in week 4 

 project report 

 enhanced publication  
 (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enhanced_publication) 

 

individual:  

 readings/ literature 

 engage with research tools 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enhanced_publication


big data 







What’s new? 

“We have reason to fear that the multitude of books which 

grows every day in a prodigious fashion will make the 

following centuries fall into a state as barbarous as that of 

the centuries that followed the fall of the Roman Empire. 

Unless we try to prevent this danger by separating those 

books which we must throw out or leave in oblivion from 

those which one should save and within the latter between 

what is useful and what is not.” (Baillet, 1685, Quoted in 

Blair, 2003, p. 11) 



Big Data 

Hadoop: 

MapReduc

e HDFS, 

etc. 

Data 

visualization & 

Exploratory Data 

Analysis  

Trace data, observational data, digital 

footprints 

Analytics, predictive analytics 

structured / 

unstructured 

internal / external 

Data journalism 



big data and science 



“The power of ‘big data,’ ” Leetaru said, “means that a single 
person working purely on his personal time was able to 
extract [and tag] the images of 600 million pages of books 
spanning 500 years.” http://wapo.st/1AaXfLo  (see also 
http://movies.benschmidt.org/) 
 
 
“From this social science-based perspective, big data are 
big because their analytical potential is qualitatively different 
than those researchers have been able to collect and 
assess in the past, not due to their technical properties.” 
Menchen-Trevino, 2013 

big data for social science 

http://wapo.st/1AaXfLo
http://movies.benschmidt.org/


in short… 

- what big data means depends on who  

you’re asking.. 

 

- social science ‘big data’ is small  

(compared to computer science) 

 

- in social science: analytical potential >  

1 individual researcher 

 

- grounded theory/ data-driven hypothesis  



Methods overview 

Johnson, R. B., Onwuegbuzie, A. J., & Turner, L. A. (2007). Toward a definition of mixed methods research.  

Journal of mixed methods research, 1(2), 112-133. 



Empirical Social Science Methods: 

● Quantitative 

o Survey 

o Experiment 

o Content analysis 

o Network analysis 

● Qualitative 

o Ethnography 

o Interview 

o Discourse analysis 

For the purpose of this 

course: 

● Mixed = Quant/Qual 

● Multiple = Quant/Quant 

or Qual/Qual 



 



Computational turn in science 

- as a result of the computational turn (every type of 

science is being done via a computer), there is a 

tendency for the social sciences to become more 

quantitative, trying to compete with the natural sciences 

 

 

- the computer was introduced in almost all types of 

work in Western societies. Also in science. This is called 

the ‘computational turn’ 

- although we have been making records before, the 

computer has accelerated the generation of data 



“traditional distinction between quantitative/statistical 

methods and qualitative/ ethnographic methods with the 

addition of the new computational methods that offer 

specific characteristics in terms of quantity and the nature of 

the data […] 

 

The computational approach is different from the statistical one 

because data are not organized in a matrix of variables and 

cases. Data are instead organized in a structure that recalls 

more a relational database than a spreadsheet […] 

 

This is the reason why computational approaches do not 

necessarily need the use of statistics, even if univariate or 

bivariate data representations are useful to visualize some 

results” 

Difference between statistical research 

and computational turn 



big data  

natural science 

big data  

social science 

‘normal’ data 

social science 

‘normal’ data 

natural science 

hypothesis driven 

qualitative quantitative 

data driven 



from static to mobile computing… 



 

to immersion and ubiquitousness 



Has Google made social science obsolete? 



-  what would Google do? became the   

 question for social science and big data 

 

-  how to diagnose social and cultural      

 conditions by means of the Internet 

 

-  the Internet becomes a source, not the object 

 of study 

 

-  however, Google cannot solve each and 

 every question (data needs context) 

What would Google do? 



the Bonus card is one of many instances where data is 

stored 



- objects have turned into code 

 

- overabundance of sources and books and 

 articles: all kinds of cultural objects 

 

- however the format is discrete coding (in the 

 end) 

 

- from computation as support to computation 

 as a subject: the computational turn (Berry, 

 2011)  

 

understanding digital humanities (Berry): 



some methodological questions 

- taxonomy (or: knowledge-ordering systems; the problem  

of categories) 

 

- ethics (when is data 'open' and free to use as a 

scientist?) 

 

- cutting an filtering data: and time stamping it; when it 

what relevant to capture, scrape, or crawl? 

 

- onto-theology and ontologies: what and how to study 

not only content of digital media, but also what they are. 





q & a  

so far..? 



visualisations 



qualitative quantitative 

small big data 

big big data 

big data  

natural science 

big data  

social science 



big data visualisations 

- data > big data, but how to make it accessible? 

 

- from static visualisations to interactive ones 

 

- aesthetics and readability 

 

- medium-specific information design 



https://www.research.ibm.com/visual/projects/his

tory_flow/gallery.htm 

https://www.research.ibm.com/visual/projects/history_flow/gallery.htm
https://www.research.ibm.com/visual/projects/history_flow/gallery.htm
https://www.research.ibm.com/visual/projects/history_flow/gallery.htm


d3 

http://d3js.org
http://d3js.org


visual complexity 

social networks 

http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/index.cfm?domain=Social Networks
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/index.cfm?domain=Social Networks




processing 

http://www.processing,org
http://www.processing,org


 



 



 



 



 



Google Trends 

Gap Minder (video) 

Google Data Explorer: Unemployment 

Europe 

Many Eyes: BrBa 

Sentiment 140 (Requires Twitter sign in) 

A typical friend network 

realtime twitter maps 

N-gram viewer: Big Data and analytics 

based on term frequency  

Exploring Datasets 

http://www.google.com/trends/exploreq=cyberspace%2C%20web%202.0%2C%20social%20media%2C%20big%20data&cmpt=q
http://www.gapminder.org/videos/200-years-that-changed-the-world-bbc/
http://www.google.com/publicdata/explore?ds=z8o7pt6rd5uqa6_
http://www-958.ibm.com/software/analytics/labs/manyeyes/#vis=503251
http://www.sentiment140.com/
http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/ng-interactive/2014/sep/24/friends-and-enemies-in-the-middle-east-who-is-connected-to-who-interactive
https://moments.twitter.com/uki/
https://moments.twitter.com/uki/
https://moments.twitter.com/uki/
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=big+data,+predictive+analytics,+cloud+computing&year_start=1800&year_end=2000&corpus=15&smoothing=3&share=&direct_url=t1;,big data;,c0;.t1;,predictive analytics;,c0;.t1;,cloud computing;,c0
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=big+data,+predictive+analytics,+cloud+computing&year_start=1800&year_end=2000&corpus=15&smoothing=3&share=&direct_url=t1;,big data;,c0;.t1;,predictive analytics;,c0;.t1;,cloud computing;,c0
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=big+data,+predictive+analytics,+cloud+computing&year_start=1800&year_end=2000&corpus=15&smoothing=3&share=&direct_url=t1;,big data;,c0;.t1;,predictive analytics;,c0;.t1;,cloud computing;,c0
https://books.google.com/ngrams/graph?content=big+data,+predictive+analytics,+cloud+computing&year_start=1800&year_end=2000&corpus=15&smoothing=3&share=&direct_url=t1;,big data;,c0;.t1;,predictive analytics;,c0;.t1;,cloud computing;,c0


break 



exercise 1: 

making a Wordle 



Text mining and word clouds 

1. get a dataset of strings and/or a piece of text 

 

2. get the main words out of the text (excl. ‘the’   

etc..) via e.g., a tag cloud-generator 

 

3. transform tag cloud into a Wordle 

 

4. ponder about what you have actually made 



https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/ToolDatabase 

https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/ToolDatabase
https://wiki.digitalmethods.net/Dmi/ToolDatabase


https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/tagcloud/ 

(step 2:  to create a tag cloud from raw text) 



https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/tagcloudToWordle/ 

(step 3: to convert a tag cloud into a Wordle) 

https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/tagcloudToWordle/
https://tools.digitalmethods.net/beta/tagcloudToWordle/


exercise 2: 

your own 

Facebook data 



http://www.wolframal

pha.com/input/?i=fac

ebook+report 

http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=facebook+report
http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=facebook+report
http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=facebook+report
http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=facebook+report


Netvizz and Gephi 

• install Netvizz as a plugin for Facebook 

• download the Netvizz file (all three networks) 

• open the file in Gephi (pre installed?) 

• follow the steps as given here: 

http://gephi.github.io/users/ (my Facebook network) 

 or here: 

 http://www.reddit.com/r/DRMatEUR/comments/2h50i2/v

 isualizations_of_my_fb_network_an_easy_guide_how/ 

http://gephi.github.io/users/
http://gephi.github.io/users/
http://www.reddit.com/r/DRMatEUR/comments/2h50i2/visualizations_of_my_fb_network_an_easy_guide_how/
http://www.reddit.com/r/DRMatEUR/comments/2h50i2/visualizations_of_my_fb_network_an_easy_guide_how/
http://www.reddit.com/r/DRMatEUR/comments/2h50i2/visualizations_of_my_fb_network_an_easy_guide_how/
http://www.reddit.com/r/DRMatEUR/comments/2h50i2/visualizations_of_my_fb_network_an_easy_guide_how/
http://www.reddit.com/r/DRMatEUR/comments/2h50i2/visualizations_of_my_fb_network_an_easy_guide_how/
http://www.reddit.com/r/DRMatEUR/comments/2h50i2/visualizations_of_my_fb_network_an_easy_guide_how/
http://www.reddit.com/r/DRMatEUR/comments/2h50i2/visualizations_of_my_fb_network_an_easy_guide_how/


1. create your own Facebook friend network 

 

2. create a network of work-relations 

 

3. try to find the most popular post(s) in 

your network 
 

 

 

 

Some specific assignments 



exercise 3:  

getting Twitter data 

(for next week) 



steps: 

- installing Python & PIP 

- installing twitter library for Python 

- installing custom program (see link) 

- enter query and get tweets! 

- load tweets into Tableau software 



Twitter API 

● You can only get tweets from the past 6-9 days 

● Results options: Recent / Popular / Mixed 

● Language: English 

● Just 100 Tweets 

https://github.com/erickaakcire/ornithologist 

follow the steps as explained here: 

https://github.com/erickaakcire/ornithologist
https://github.com/erickaakcire/ornithologist


Twitter Data: Tweets 

user name  HSWorldwide 
time created Thu Sep 04 08:01:35 2014 
retweets  23 
favorites  0 
tweet source Twitter Web Client 
language  en 
withheld from None 
tweet   RT @djbrennanheart: 
You can  

now listen to #WERHardstyle 
on all @KLM flights! 
http://t.co/jil5aHPPid 
to user  
retweet of  djbrennanheart 

all user mentions 

 djbrennanheart, KLM 

hashtags  

 #WERHardstyle 

links   

 http://t.co/jil5aHPPid 

data gathered:   2014-09-04  

08:04:04.304042 UTC 



Twitter Data: Users 

user id  402914779 

screen name DrTrx 

location  Brabant, The  

Netherlands. 

time zone None 

utc offset None 

profile image URL

 https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_im

ages/2706211644/54bd2a2eeea206e93

9ea685dceeb1681_normal.jpeg 

description Passionate,  

Photographing(Canon), 

Nursing, Aviation-loving Individual with 

open mind and opinion. Dutchman 

https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/2706211644/54bd2a2eeea206e939ea685dceeb1681_normal.jpeg
https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/2706211644/54bd2a2eeea206e939ea685dceeb1681_normal.jpeg
https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/2706211644/54bd2a2eeea206e939ea685dceeb1681_normal.jpeg
https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/2706211644/54bd2a2eeea206e939ea685dceeb1681_normal.jpeg


Tableau 



Gephi 



the group project 



- form groups of 2 

- perform a short research project 

that can be presented in week 4 

- try to follow a protocol for data 

research (get data, clean it up, 

analyse, generate visualisation, 

conclude and make presentable)  



examples of projects and enhanced publications 

- 

http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/20

14/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-

the-course-digital-visual-culture/ 

- (hier nog link naar voorbeelden MA 

course vorig jaar) 

http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/
http://minordigitalculture.wordpress.com/2014/01/24/projects-created-by-students-in-the-course-digital-visual-culture/


recap and  

to-do for next week 



- hand in research plan (short) 

- visit our website! 

http://www.eur.nl/erasmusstudio/E

GScourse2014/  

(also for the slides and links to 

data- and software sources) 

- play with software tools! 

http://www.eur.nl/erasmusstudio/EGScourse2014/
http://www.eur.nl/erasmusstudio/EGScourse2014/

